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     The Large Animal Round is your premier choice for Specialty
Impact Munitions. This 21-gram flexible soft polymer is used as a
high energy, single target round for those situations that call for
the use of Less Lethal force. 
     The Large Animal round is extremely successful in incapacitating
or herding a subject from the area. The prescribed range is 15-130
feet/4.572-38.1m.feet/4.572-38.1m. The Large Animal’s unique style of “Pancake”
impact provides sufficient pain and can affect the forward
momentum of the subject. The round’s effectiveness serves as
an encouragement to the Large Animals in directing them away
from the area.
     The “Pancake” impact delivers immediate and wide-spread
force-on-target due to the significant energy applied at impact
while maintaining a minimum pressure spike. while maintaining a minimum pressure spike. 
     This Large Animal Round can be used as a deterrence and
herding mechanism for bears, mountain lions, buffalo, moose,
wild hogs, and more. This round is available to Fish & Game /
Wildlife Agencies, Zoos, Marinas, and individuals. 
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Warnings
This product is to be used only by authorized and trained
Law Enforcement, Corrections, or Military Personnel who are
familiar with Specialty Impact Munitions. Each trained operator
should have a thorough understanding of engagement criteria
such as target distance, shot placement, target size and location,
and threat level. This product may cause serious injury or
death to you or others. This product may cause serious damagedeath to you or others. This product may cause serious damage
to property. Handle, store and use with extreme care and caution.
Use only as instructed.
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Soft Polymer Composite 
21g | 324 grain

645 fps | 196.59 mps

12-Guage SAAMI spec

2.5in | 6.4cm

Flexible Projectile

Pancake

15-130 feet | 4.572-41.148m

5 years from date
of manufacture
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